List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.

- **Future of Pakistan.** Cohen, Stephen P. Oxford University Press. India. 2011. [303.495491 COH (056540)]
- **Chandra Shekhar: selected speeches 1990-91.** India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publication Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1993. [954.052 IND (056544)]
- **Charan Singh: selected speeches, July 1979 - December 1979.** India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publication Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1992. [954.052 IND (056545)]
- **Essays on Indian Economics: collection of essays and speeches.** Ranade, M G. Publication Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1898. [330.95404 RAN (056546)]
- **Selected Speeches and Writings of Indira Gandhi.** India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt.of India. New Delhi. [954.051 IND (056547)]
- **Years of endeavour: Selected Speeches of Indira Gandhi August 1969-1972.** India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt.of India. New Delhi. 1975. [954.045 IND (056548)]
- **Selected Speeches and Writings of Indira Gandhi.** India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt.of India. New Delhi. 1985. [954.051 IND (056549)]
- **Jawaharlal Nehru: selected speeches.** India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt.of India. New Delhi. 1949. [954.042 IND (056550)]
- **Jawaharlal Nehru: selected speeches.** India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt.of India. New Delhi. 1954. [954.042 IND (056551)]
- **Jawaharlal Nehru: selected speeches.** India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt.of India. New Delhi. 1958. [954.042 IND (056552)]
- Jawaharlal Nehru: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1964. [954.042 IND (056553)]
- Jawaharlal Nehru: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1968. [954.042 IND (056554)]
- P V Narasimha Rao: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1995. [954.052 IND (056556)]
- P V Narasimha Rao: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1994. [954.052 IND (056557)]
- President Dr. Shanker Dayal Sharma: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 2000. [321.8042 IND (056558)]
- President Dr. Shanker Dayal Sharma: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1996. [321.8042 IND (056559)]
- President K R Narayanan: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 2003. [321.8042 IND (056560)]
- President K R Narayanan: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 2004. [321.8042 IND (056561)]
- President R Venkataraman: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1993. [321.8042 IND (056562)]
- President R Venkataraman: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1991. [321.8042 IND (056563)]
- President Zakir Husain's Speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1973. [321.8042 IND (056564)]
- Rajiv Gandhi: selected speeches and writings. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1987. [954.052 IND (056565)]
- Rajiv Gandhi: selected speeches and writings. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1989. [954.052 IND (056566)]
- Rajiv Gandhi: selected speeches and writings. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1989. [954.052 IND (056567)]
- Rajiv Gandhi: selected speeches and writings. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1989. [954.052 IND (056568)]


Speeches of President Sanjiva Reddy. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1982. [321.8042 IND (056575)]

Speeches of President Sanjiva Reddy. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1983. [321.8042 IND (056576)]

President Dr.APJ Abdul Kalam: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 2007. [321.8042 IND (056577)]

President Dr.APJ Abdul Kalam: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 2010. [321.8042 IND (056578)]

Speeches of President Rajendra Prasad. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1955. [321.8042 IND (056579)]

Speeches of President Rajendra Prasad. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1964. [321.8042 IND (056580)]

Speeches of President Rajendra Prasad. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1977. [321.8042 IND (056581)]

Prime Minister Manmohan Singh: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 2006. [954.052 IND (056582)]

Prime Minister Manmohan Singh: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 2007. [954.052 IND (056583)]

Prime Minister Manmohan Singh: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 2008. [954.052 IND (056584)]

Prime Minister Manmohan Singh: selected speeches. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 2010. [954.052 IND (056585)]
So May India be Great: selected speeches and writings of President R Venkataraman. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publication Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1990. [321.8042 IND (056586)]


Towards a Developed Economy: defining moments. Vajpayee, Atal Bihari. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 2004. [338.954 VAJ (056588)]

Towards a New World: defining moments. Vajpayee, Atal Bihari. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 2004. [954.052 VAJ (056589)]

V P Singh: selected speeches and writings 1989-90. India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting. Publication Division. Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India. New Delhi. 1993. [954.052 IND (056590)]


Timepass: youth, class, and the politics of waiting in India. Jeffrey, Craig. Cambridge University Press India Pvt.Ltd. Delhi. 2010. [305.242 JEF (056595)]


Everybody loves a good drought: stories from India's poorest districts. Sainath, P. Penguin Books India Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi. 1996. [823 SAI (056626)]